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"I checked my bag at Reading Terminalandsuddenlyfelt likefalse pretenses. I wondered if

anybody had ever done anything dishonest before at Reading Terminal, it always seems likeA such a well-behaved train station. "- Christopher Morley's Kitty Foyle2

uring the late-Victorian era, the Philadelphia region's train lines

knit together the various strands of the emerging middle-class

metropolis into a new urban fabric. These rail lines became

"bourgeois corridors" carrying passengers among the middle-

class enclaves of bedroom neighborhoods, department stores,

amusement parks, theatres, and offices. The rail cars themselves

were further examples of these new bourgeois spaces in the city.

The trains insulated their largely middle-class passengers from

dirt, disorder, and (thanks to high fares) the working classes. The

ceremonial gateways to the bourgeois corridors were Reading

Terminal and its counterparts. Within and around these grand

depots, space became more precisely ordered for middle-class pas-

sengers during the late-nineteenth century. The interiors of the

newly constructed stations became more complex and better

defined. The Philadelphia & Reading and its competitors more

clearly divided areas meant for trains from those for humans. By

19ol, middle-class Philadelphians lived by railroad time,
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traveled on carefully scheduled train paths, and arrived and departed from
complex, well-planned central depots.3

Reading Terminal, built by the ever ambitious but often bankrupt
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad in 1893, is a wonderful example of these por-
tals to (and from) the middle-class city. Usually the structure is seen as a reflec-
tion of both the grand dreams and the harsh realities of the Reading's always
unsuccessful attempts to best its crosstown rival, the mighty Pennsylvania
Railroad. Never as busy - or as palatial - as the Pennsylvania's Broad Street

Station three blocks to the west, the two depots immediately defined the rela-
tive importance of two corporations. But Reading Terminal and the other
late-nineteenth-century stations in Philadelphia indicated more than just the
business acumen of their owners. From the very respectable dining room on the
second floor to the more hectic farmers' market under the train shed, Reading
Terminal echoed middle-class Victorian culture. It and the other depots
quickly became important parts of everyday life for the bourgeois women and
men of the region. For many observers, the buildings themselves took on a
middle-class tone. By the early-twentieth century, Reading Terminal had
become, in the eyes of the novelist (and ex-Philadelphian) Christopher Morley,
a "well-behaved train station. '4

The central locations of Philadelphia's late-Victorian depots illustrate the
importance of the railroad to the new middle-class city. During the
nineteenth century, the relationship between the terminals and the main
commercial district can be divided into three distinct phases. First, during
the 183os and the 184os the small, independent railroads attempted to locate
their passenger facilities on the fringes of the commercial district. Later, in
the I85os, the railways moved their now larger depots further from down-
town and began to rely on horse-drawn streetcars for the final delivery of their
passengers. The final phase began in 1881, when the now consolidated

railways started to move their facilities back into Center City.
The map at FIGURE i shows the placement of the railroad terminals in

relation to the main business district in 1876. Not one of the stations stood
within the commercial core. Few were convenient to each other; nearly four
miles separated the Kensington depot in the north (marked as 7 on the map
in FIGURE i) from the Prime Street station in south (i). The railroads had
located their stations to these outlying points in the 185os for a number of
legal and economic factors, including the cost of land and municipal
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FIGURE I Philadelphia's main railroad passenger terminals in 1876.

Key:

1. Prime Street depot, Philadelphia Wilmington 6. North Pennsylvania depot, Philadelphia &

& Baltimore (later Pennsylvania) Reading

2. West Chester depot, West Chester & 7. Kensington depot, Pennsylvania

Philadelphia (later Pennsylvania) A. Old State House

3. West Philadelphia station, Pennsylvania B. Centre Square

4. Main Line depot, Philadelphia & Reading C. Vine Street ferry

5. 9th and Green station, Philadelphia & D. Market Street ferry

Reading E. South Street ferry

ordinances and agreements that effectively banned steam locomotives from
most of the streets of the original city (from river to river between South and
Vine streets). Because of the distance between the terminals and downtown,
almost every passenger in 1876 had to begin or end his or her railway jour-

ney by omnibus or streetcar.'
The city's horse-drawn streetcars were the key to station location in

Philadelphia before i88i. They allowed the steam railroads to end the expen-

sive and inefficient practice of using horses to propel their trains within the
old city. Prior to the introduction of streetcars, most steam railroads placed
their facilities at the fringe of downtown, even though this meant that the
last few miles of the journey had to be made on rails laid in the city streets
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and the trains had to be pulled by horses. After the coming of the streetcars
in 1858, the steam railroads withdrew to operationally more efficient termi-
nals and ended this switch from steam to horse power. In i866, for example,
the West Chester & Philadelphia Railroad moved its passenger station from
Eighteenth and Market streets to west Philadelphia (shown at 2 on the map
in FIGURE i) to save the time and expense of transfer. An i869 guide to the
railroad makes explicit the importance of the street railways in this process
when it noted that the "passenger depot, at Thirty-second and Chestnut
Streets, [was] accessible every three to five minutes by Chestnut and Walnut
Street cars, and within one square [a city block to Victorian Philadelphians]
of those on Market Street." 6

Travel time between these mid-century railroad passenger facilities and
the central business district varied greatly, from under ten minutes for some
of the ferry terminals to nearly an hour for the stations located in north
Philadelphia. The chart in FIGURE 2 gives the distances and approximate
travel time between the depots and the old State House (Independence Hall
to non-Philadelphians) by street railway in 1876. The old State House,
located at Fifth and Chestnut streets, was in the heart of the commercial dis-
trict and serves as a good surrogate for typical middle-class business and
shopping destinations of the period.'

The location of these passenger facilities also affected the development of
middle-class residential districts in the region. Although the majority of

FIGURE 2 Travel time to stations in 1876.

Depot Distance from State House Travel time

Prime Street (t) 1.5 miles 30-40 mm. (t)

WC&P depot (2) 2 miles 20-25 min.

PRR depot (3) 2 miles 20-25 min.

Main Line depot (4) 1 mile 20-25 min.

Green Street (5) 1 mile 20-25 min.

North Penn (6) 2.5 miles 35-55 min.

Kensington (7) 2.5 miles 35-55 mm.

Vine Street ferry (C) i mile 15-20 min. (t)

Market Street ferry (D) .5 mile 5-io min.

South Street ferry (E) .5 mile so min.

Key: The number or letter in parenthesis refers to the labels in FIGURE i. All travel times are estimated

for direct trips, no change of cars, unless they are followed by the symbol (t), in which case there were

no direct services in 1876 and a change in vehicles or a long walk was required to make the journey.
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commuters continued to live within the expansive city limits throughout the

nineteenth century, suburbanization began on a small scale for the elite

and upper-middle class shortly after mid-century. Haddonfield, in Camden

County, New Jersey, developed as an early bedroom community in part

because the commute to Center City via train and ferry was short. The progress

of Philadelphia's famous "Main Line" suburbs, however, lagged behind that of

Haddonfield partly due to its relative inconvenience to downtown compared

to its access to the ferry terminals.8

Of these ten railroad passenger facilities in use in the mid- I87Os, four were

by far the busiest: Prime Street, West Philadelphia, and Ninth and Green rail

terminals, and the Market Street ferry. Prime Street was the northern termi-

nus of the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad, an independent

line that served the cities in its name while also forming part of a jointly oper-

ated route between New York and Washington. The West Philadelphia sta-

tion of the Pennsylvania Railroad hosted trains for New York, Pittsburgh,

and Washington (the through service from New York). The Ninth and Green

depot operated by the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad was the city's busiest

commuter terminal. Boats from Market Street wharf connected with trains in

Camden for many points in southern New Jersey including the rapidly grow-

ing resort of Atlantic City and the early elite suburb of Haddonfield. The

remaining facilities were not as busy. They either served less important lines

(like the small West Chester & Philadelphia) or were the downgraded rem-

nants of once major stations. Kensington depot serves as one example.

Following the takeover of the Philadelphia & Trenton by the Pennsylvania

Railroad and the subsequent transfer of most of its train service to the West

Philadelphia station, its service fell off dramatically.9

Until the late-187Os, Philadelphia's railroads remained committed to their

outlying locations. For the Centennial Exposition, the Pennsylvania Railroad

built a new and larger West Philadelphia depot and the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore rebuilt and expanded its Prime Street station. A

few years later, the Philadelphia & Reading planned to enlarge its terminal at

Ninth and Green streets to serve as a consolidated station for all its passenger

services (at the time divided among three facilities). The Pennsylvania

Railroad, however, began the transformation of this old order when it moved

its main station to the western fringe of downtown in 1881. This movement

eastward by the Pennsylvania had been planned for some time. Before

rebuilding its West Philadelphia Station for the Centennial, the railroad

searched for a more central location. The project was dropped with some
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fanfare in 1876 (because of the high cost of acquiring the land) and not pub-
licly resumed until 1879 (after the railroad had secretly purchased much of
the needed property). By 1893 all the railroads operating in 1876 would be
merged into just two companies and both of them would consolidate their
services in new terminals situated within the central core.'

On 5 December 1881 the Pennsylvania Railroad made travel more con-
venient for many middle-class Philadelphians and contributed to the radical
alteration of the fabric of the city when it opened its Broad Street Station at

Centre Square. The new structure replaced not only the railroad's West
Philadelphia depot but, because of corporate consolidations, the West Chester
& Philadelphia and Prime Street terminals as well. In 188i, the station was
just west of the main business district, about a ten-minute streetcar ride from
the old State House. By i9oi, as illustrated in the map at FIGURE 3, the

FIGURE 3 Philadelphia's central railroad passenger stations in i9oI.

Key:

1. Baltimore & Ohio station

2. Broad Street station, Pennsylvania

3. Reading Terminal, Reading

4. Berks Street depot, Reading

5. Kensington station, Pennsylvania

A. Old State House

B. City Hall

C. Market Street ferry

D. Chestnut Street ferry

E. South Street ferry
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station stood within the expanded downtown. Four separate but related deci-
sions dramatically shifted the focus of the city core to Centre Square from the
old State House in the late-nineteenth century: the municipality's construc-
tion of a new City Hall in the square, John Wanamaker's 1876 conversion of
an abandoned railroad freight station into a large retail establishment one

block to the east, the opening of Broad Street Station one block to the west;
and the establishment of a new Philadelphia & Reading passenger terminal

three blocks to the east in 1893. This new city center of grand retail, trans-

port, and governmental structures epitomized the middle class metropolis.
The Baltimore & Ohio and the Reading rounded out Philadelphia's com-

plement of late-Victorian train stations by building new depots at Twenty-

fourth and Chestnut streets in 1887 and Twelfth and Market streets in 1893,

respectively. The B&O facility befitted the railroad's late arrival and minor
role in the city: it was smaller than its rivals and was the only late-nineteenth

century station not built within or near the central business district. Reading
Terminal at Twelfth and Market street in Center City, however, was an appro-

priate competitor for Broad Street Station. When it opened, the Reading
closed both the Ninth and Green and Broad and Callowhill depots and

significantly downgraded the Berks Street station.
By i9oi, the two main railroad stations for Philadelphia were in the heart

of a thriving commercial district. The only two passenger facilities distant

from downtown were the two in north Philadelphia, both of which survived
as distinctly minor terminals. As one guide to the city put it: "Third and
Berks and Kensington depots, however, are but little used, because the major

part of the business has been transferred to [the new stations and tlhey are,
moreover, remote from the center of the city, and offer few conveniences for

travelers.""
Most middle-class workers and shoppers who used the trains could now

walk from either the new Pennsylvania or Reading depot to their final desti-
nations. The travel time to John Wanamaker's dry goods store, for example,
was reduced from twenty minutes by streetcar from the Reading's Ninth and

Green station to just a two-minute walk from the new Reading Terminal (or

a five-minute one from Broad Street Station). In addition, passengers travel-
ing to locations in the city outside the business district had access to more car

lines at the new locations. According to the Pennsylvania Railroad's official
history, "the superior location of [Broad Street Station] seemed to create new

traffic." By moving their terminals closer to the new offices, stores, and
theatres, both the Pennsylvania and the Reading dramatically increased the
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potential for local passenger traffic by helping to define a new core for the

middle-class metropolis. 12

Broad Street Station and Reading Terminal were not only more convenient

to downtown Philadelphia but they were also larger and qualitatively differ-

ent in the services that they offered to the public. During the late-nineteenth
century, the railroads redefined the very nature of space in and around their

central termini. To reach these new depots the railways separated their trains

from road traffic by an increasingly elaborate network of bridges, viaducts,
and tunnels. Not only did space become better defined between the railroad
and the community but it also became better ordered within the stations.
Passenger trains were separated from freight trains. Train space became more
clearly divided from human space. Incoming and outgoing passengers had
separate routes through the buildings. The railroads offered an increased
range of passenger amenities within the structures. Like much of Victorian
middle-class life, the world of the railway traveler became more elaborate and
better organized.

The Ninth and Green streets depot was typical of the enlarged "train barn"
stations built throughout the United States in the I85os that the railroads
replaced with these late-Victorian structures. In Philadelphia, both the
Philadelphia & Reading's Main Line depot of 1859 and the Philadelphia,
Wilmington & Baltimore's Prime Street station were similar. At its base, this

style of building consisted of a head house, which usually contained waiting
rooms and ticketing and baggage facilities on the first floor and company
offices on the second, attached to an enclosed train shed (typically with a
largely solid, wooden roof). The structures, though palatial compared to the
original depots of the 183os that they had replaced, tended to be small. The

station at Ninth and Green streets, for example, took up half of a smaller than
average city block and its train shed contained but three tracks. The photo-

graph in FIGURE 4 of the station (taken after it had closed to passengers in

1893, which explains its rather rundown condition) illustrates both the struc-
ture's small size and the relationship between the train shed (in the back-

ground) and the head house. Note that the shed is barely longer than the
three short passenger cars in the train positioned in front of the depot. 3

Like most antebellum stations, the interior layout of the Ninth and Green
terminal was simple with few spatial divisions. It part, this was because these

depots offered little to the public except for those services directly related to
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FIGURE 4 The Reading Ninth and Green depot, circa 1895. Courtesy of the Print and Picture Collection,

Free Library of Philadelphia.

train travel. Like the modern airport, the only people who ventured to these

inconveniently placed mid-nineteenth-century railroad facilities were passen-

gers and people accompanying or meeting the train riders. A floor plan of the

Ninth and Green station is shown in FIGURE 5. The largest portion of the
structure consisted of the dark wooden train shed that covered the three
tracks and the grandly named "platforms" that were little more than walk-
ways between the tracks. Four other interior spaces are shown on the plan as
being used by the public: two waiting rooms, a package room, and a baggage
room. The larger waiting room likely contained both the ticket office and the
news stand (the only non-railroad service in the building). The smaller wait-
ing room was probably the Ladies' Waiting Room, a feature provided at most
major urban terminals by mid century. There was no restaurant; nor did the
Reading provide a place within the building for its passengers to smoke, as
it officially designated both waiting rooms as non-smoking. All in all, its
interior was simple and its amenities Spartan.' 4

Although their interiors were simple, stations like the one at Ninth and
Green streets were not particularly safe places. The location of both the tracks

and the "platforms" at street level meant there was no clear division between
train space and passenger space. People often crossed the running lines within

the station as a shortcut to their train or to the street. For example, on a

Sunday in i88I, the mapmaker John L. Smith left his mother's house in

North Philadelphia to spend the day with friends in Germantown. After din-
ner, he returned home via the Ninth and Green depot. His day came to a
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FIGURE 5 Layout of the Ninth and Green depot, i886. Courtesy of the Hagley Museum and Library.

dramatic, and nearly fatal, conclusion when he "made a narrow escape" from

a locomotive as it backed into the station while he was crossing the tracks.
Smith leapt out of its way, prompted by the shouted warnings of nearly "40

train Hands." Accidents like Smith's near miss were not uncommon at

American railroad stations. As late as 1893, a guidebook for European trav-
elers warned: "A special word of caution may be given to the frequent

A
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necessity for crossing the tracks, as the rails are frequently flush with the

floor of the station and foot-bridges or tunnels are rarely provided" as was
then the practice throughout much of Europe. Conditions, however, were

particularly bad at this Reading depot. In addition to the many passenger
train switching movements that took place within and around the structure

(like the one that nearly felled Smith), the Reading operated a busy freight
line down the center of Ninth Street (shown in both the photo in FIGURE 4
and the plan at FIGURE 5). The ground-level tracks also created numerous

grade crossings of streets for trains using the station. This both slowed the
trains and disrupted life in the surrounding neighborhoods. The mix of rail-

road and street traffic also led to many accidents around the depot.'5

By the mid-i88os these problems were serious enough for Reading oper-
ating officials to express concern over passenger safety. One manager proposed

locking most of the entrances to the station, posting additional watchmen,
and petitioning the city to close Ninth Street as a public thoroughfare in

order "to reduce the high number of accidents ... as locomotives and cars are

being constantly moved." In other words, he wanted the railroad (and the
city) to more clearly define the boundary between the trains and others.
Another supervisor was distressed by the "many narrow escapes [the railroad
has had) while unloading our passengers at night...." Although the Reading
installed additional lights in 1883 and did close some entrances, the cramped,
dark, and busy station at Ninth and Green remained a relatively unsafe place
until its abandonment in 189316

The movement away from buildings like the one at Ninth and Green

began in 1876 when the Pennsylvania Railroad built a new passenger station
in West Philadelphia and the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore sub-
stantially reconstructed its facility in south Philadelphia. These two depots
were important transitional structures, built largely on the scale of the mid-
century terminals but with far more complex interiors presaging the layouts
of Broad Street Station and Reading Terminal. What they show us is that
Victorian Philadelphia adopted its new classification of space before the struc-
tures grew in size. Cultural - and not demographic - imperatives drove the
middle-class search for spatial order.

The PW&B's Prime Street station had been one of Philadelphia's most

impressive railroad depots since it was built in 185 1-1852. Although similar
in appearance to the Reading's facility at Green Street, it was larger and more

elaborately decorated. Its train shed held seven tracks and three platforms.
When built, the railroad claimed that the head house contained "every
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convenience known or believed to be essential to a station of such prominent
importance." It was probably the first depot in Philadelphia to include a din-
ing room in addition to the standard waiting room, ticket office, and baggage

facilities supplied at the other depots. But the station also shared many
problems with the Reading's Green Street facility. The Prime Street train shed

was low and dark. Its tracks and the platforms were placed at street level allow-
ing passengers to enter the station through the train shed. And, until the 1876
renovation, freight trains used the facility with their passenger counterparts. 17

If space was not well defined in and around the mid-century Prime Street,
the PW&B station was a masterpiece of planning when compared to the jum-
ble of tracks and structures that made up the Pennsylvania Railroad's
pre-1876 depot in west Philadelphia. As part of the mid-century movement

away from the city core, the Pennsylvania had relocated its main Philadelphia
terminal to a small structure at Thirty-first and Market streets from an even
smaller building at Eleventh and Market in 1864. By the early-187os, the
Pennsylvania's passenger facilities at West Philadelphia had grown to two
separate stations with three sets of platforms sprawling over two city blocks,
with a group of freight depots and tracks intermixed (see FIGURE 6 for a map
taken from a city atlas that shows this conglomeration of tracks and plat-
forms). The original 1864 terminal ("A" in FIGURE 6) had two tracks under
a train shed and housed the trains to Harrisburg and Pittsburgh. A short dis-
tance to the west was the separate "New York" station, built in i867, with
its own two-track train shed for service to Trenton and Jersey City ("B").
Finally, still further to the west, a wooden walkway led from the New York
depot to a platform located on a low-level connecting line where the through
Washington to Jersey City trains stopped ("C"). With the large number of
freight trains running on the tracks adjacent to these passenger facilities, this
complex of buildings and platforms must not have been easy for the first-time
passenger to comprehend. Not only was there little separation between
freight and passenger space, there was effectively none between the railroad

and the community. 8

In 1876, space became noticeably better defined both in and around the
Pennsylvania and the PW&B terminals. Perhaps the single most important
change resulting from these improvements was the clear separation of pas-
senger traffic from freight traffic at the new or renovated depots. In south
Philadelphia, the PW&B built a new freight facility adjoining its Prime
Street station. This allowed the existing structure to be used exclusively for

passenger purposes. In west Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania finally built a

/Z1
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FIGURE 6 The Pennsylvania's West Philadelphia stations in 1872. Courtesy of the Map Collection, Free

Library of Philadelphia.

Key:

A Original depot for Pittsburgh trains

B New York station

C Platform for Washington trains

depot at Thirty-second and Market streets large enough to house all its pas-

senger services in one station. Like the renovated facility at Prime Street, the

new Pennsylvania terminal was for passenger trains only. Also like its coun-

terpart in south Philadelphia, the west Philadelphia depot's head house had a
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a small lobby and then on to a large booking hall. They noted the separate local
and through tickets windows and, while waiting to buy their tickets, also
observed the Pullman Company office (for parlor and sleeping car reservations)
and outgoing baggage room. After completing their transaction, they went up
the sixteen-foot wide grand stairway, lined with enameled bricks. They may
have looked up and noticed the hand-carved and inlaid wood ceiling above the

stairs. When they reached the second floor, they saw more well-organized and
elaborately decorated rooms. This level was the train floor because the railroad
entered the station on elevated tracks. They immediately noted the airy and
spacious feeling of the well-lit, two-story high general waiting room: eighty by
fifty-two feet with large windows, a skylight, polished hardwood wainscoting
and details, and painted plaster walls. A large map of the Pennsylvania Railroad
system dominated the north end. The room had padded benches, and opened

onto a confectionery store, a newsstand, a package room, and a telegraph office.
Although Smith and his friend would have liked to have explored more of the
new station, train time was approaching. They went through one of the two
arched openings into the train lobby, where they found their departure track
clearly indicated above the gate. To reach their train, they showed their tickets
to the uniformed attendant at the gate. As they walked to their train, they noted
how even the train shed seemed bright, because of the many glass panels in the
roof. It was, as a guide to the city observed, "a wide, lofty apartment."22

On this visit, Smith did not have time to take in all of the station's ameni-
ties but he would return often and have many opportunities to explore the
remainder of the building. A few years later, on a Sunday morning, he
boarded the wrong horse-drawn streetcar and missed his suburban train.
With an hour to kill until the next departure, he may have visited some of

the areas of Broad Street Station he had rushed by on his first trip. This time,
after buying his ticket and ascending the main stairs into the general waiting
room, he may have walked to (but not through) the ladies' waiting room. The
ladies' waiting room was not quite as large as the main one but it was simi-
larly furnished and decorated. A guide to the city noted: "The ladies' waiting-
room is a magnificent apartment, having tall, Gothic-arched windows, set
with ornamental glass, a hardwood paneled ceiling, and a great, cheery, open
fire-place, ornamented with tiles. It is very comfortably furnished with set-
tees, rockers and easy-chairs and rugs." Both rooms were well-lit, by natural
light during the day and by electric lamps (backed up by gas fixtures) at
night. The reason Smith could not go through the ladies' waiting room was
that it (and the adjoining ladies' retiring room) were guarded by a railroad
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matron. Smith could wander into the restaurant, however. Here he found

both a lunch counter and a dining room. He walked through them and
returned to the general waiting room. If truly bored, he may have explored
the separate arriving and departing baggage areas or used the elevators to
reach the third floor where he could find the barber shop and the bathing
facilities for male travelers.23

As Smith's visits demonstrate, Broad Street was very different from the sta-

tion it had replaced: West Philadelphia. It was not only larger and more con-
veniently located but it was better organized and offered more services.
Arriving and departing passengers had separate passages, stairs, and baggage
rooms. The person leaving the city could buy tickets, make reservations, and

check luggage on the first floor. Wrought iron gates separated people from
the trains. The station also offered special services for the traveler: bathtubs,
barbers, and breakfasts. As the business district moved west to meet the sta-
tion, the restaurant became a popular dining location for non-passengers too.
John Smith, who lived in North Philadelphia and worked on Sixth Street,
would stop at the station for lunch if he was in the area on business or pleas-
ure. A guide to the city recommended "the restaurants of both the Broad
Street Station and the Reading Terminal [as] excellent, and not extravagant
in price." As this entry illustrates, all these changes that took place at Broad
Street would also occur at the other new downtown stations constructed in
the next decade: the Baltimore & Ohio's Twenty-fourth and Chestnut streets
station and Reading Terminal. All three stations were featured in an 189os

treatise on railway station construction and operation.24

Similar to Broad Street, the interiors of the other two late-nineteenth cen-
tury termini illustrated the same complex specialization of space. Although
the exterior of Reading Terminal was very different from that of Broad Street,
it looked more like an office building than a church, the internal layout and
the services offered within the structure (and the B&O's smaller depot) were
nearly identical to that of its rival (FIGURE 8 shows the Market Street frontage

of the station). The interiors of these late-Victorian depots were less open than
those of the mid-century stations (such as Ninth and Green streets); their
floor plans were divided into a variety of differentiated uses (FIGURES 9 and
io illustrate the first and train floors of Reading Terminal; the trains arrived
at Reading Terminal on an elevated viaduct, as they did at Broad Street
Station). A disadvantage of this new layout was that passengers frequently

got lost in the bewildering array of doors, rooms, and passages. At all the
stations there were special areas set aside exclusively for the use of women;
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FIGURE 8 Postcard view of Reading Terminal, circa 1905 . 
Author's collection.

carefully guarded by railroad matrons. Space was also divided by class. The
Pennsylvania routed its immigrant traffic through an entirely different facil-
ity in south Philadelphia, so as to not sully the bourgeois character of Broad
Street Station, while the Reading provided a separate waiting room for
immigrants. In addition, railroad policemen and others patrolled the stations
to maintain the middle-class nature of the facilities. 25

The management of the often impecunious Reading saw to it that their
new terminal offered the same features and services as the Pennsylvania pro-
vided at Broad Street. Reading officials continually compared their amenities
to that of their crosstown rival. This regular fretting was less inspired by

competitive pressures (as the Reading and the Pennsylvania directly battled
on few passengers routes), as it was from a desire for respect in the railroad's
hometown. The Reading viewed itself as an equal of the mighty Pennsylvania
Railroad and wanted Philadelphia to do so too. 26

During the nineteenth century the nature of the railroad terminal

changed dramatically in Philadelphia. The depots shifted from being simple
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FIGURE 9 First (street) floor of Reading Terminal, 1893. From Walter G. Berg, Buildings and Strutures

of American Railroads.

transportation hubs to become civic landmarks. To reach these terminals the
railroads separated their trains from the road traffic by an elaborate network
of bridges, viaducts, and tunnels. Not only did space become better defined
between the railroad and the community but it also became more ordered
within the stations. The world of the railway traveler became more elaborate
and organized. All these changes in and around the depots were not unique;
they reflected broader trends in nineteenth-century urban society. At about
the same time, other parts of the middle-class metropolis began to exhibit the

same organizational trends. Philadelphia developed retail, commercial, enter-
tainment, and residential districts. Buildings, such as the new office towers
and department stores, developed more specialized interiors.
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FIGURE io Train (second) floor of Reading Terminal, 1893. From Berg, Buildings and Structures of

American Railroads.

All these structures were part of the new middle-class city that began to

develop in the final decades of the nineteenth century. This new bourgeois
city was logical and rational and well catalogued: everything and everyone
had its place in this version of Philadelphia. Middle-class Philadelphia was
just one set of urban images - broadly shared along class lines - that
resulted in multiple Philadelphias occupying the same physical space. The
city of the elite, who lived on Rittenhouse Square or the Main Line,
summered in Maine or Europe, and lunched at the Philadelphia Club, was a
far different urban vision than that of the working classes, in which life often
revolved around a single neighborhood or town. Philadelphia's aristocracy
could afford to use every transportation and technological innovation to
remake and to expand their world. For working-class Philadelphians, home,
work, and shopping, indeed much of everyday life, often was bounded by a

few blocks. Yet these different Philadelphias coexisted within the corporate
limits of one municipality, often overlapping in areas like Center City.27

Throughout this middle-class city both space and time underwent a con-
sistent reorganization in the late-nineteenth century. To put it simply, space
and time became more precise and controlled. This specialization took place
not only within the organizations studied but on the streets of the city and
throughout bourgeois life. Historians have found this desire for exacting clas-
sification nearly everywhere in Victorian bourgeois society: in education (both
in the creation of universities and new disciplines - the social sciences - and
in methodology), in architecture (both in the layout of middle-class homes

!.
I-. - - __ - - - -
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and more complex commercial structures), in business (careful classification
was the "science" in scientific management), and in knowledge (Dewey cata-
loguing). Time became something that humans could control; first came stan-
dard time in the 188os and then daylight saving time in the i9Ios. 28

The changing spatial patterns in and around the Victorian train stations
provide us with an important clue to the motivations behind this
middle-class search for order. Although many scholars have noted this mania
for classification, they have usually dismissed it as a simple reaction to
growth. But at the depots, these transformations occurred before the struc-

tures grew in size. Fin-de-sicle Philadelphians' conception of space changed
not because of technological or demographic imperatives, but because their

paradigm for order shifted.29

What inspired this search for spatial order was the application of science -

as the Victorian middle class understood the term - to everyday life.
Following the leads of Isaac Newton and Francis Bacon, the bourgeoisie bor-
rowed from the methodology of the life sciences and carefully arranged and

classified their world. What they created was a taxonomy of space. Taxonomy
was an easily accessible science; any intelligent, educated person could both

understand the method and apply it to life. Taxonomy involves grouping items
within a hierarchy of classifications and then drawing conclusions from the rela-
tionships among the articles. A simple example that most people are familiar
with is the Library of Congress cataloguing system. In this taxonomy, the com-
bination of letters and numbers given to a book not only assigns it a specific
subject but also places it within a well-defined range of related topics.3"

This scientific world-view pervaded Victorian middle-class society. Behind
it was a faith in continued progress that drove a trans-Atlantic bourgeoisie to
embrace change. The search for order of the middle class was more than a
simple reaction to the effects of industrialization and urbanization, and it was
more than a fearful drive for paternalistic control. Science would allow the
Victorian bourgeoisie to revisualize and to remake their environment."
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